Red Hand of Fate
It is the divine responsibility of each generation to advance and improve the world
they were given at birth. So far; my generation has yet to fulfill this moral obligation to
our creator and heirs.
We were blessed or burdened as you so choose to be sheltered by the shadow of
what’s known as “The Greatest Generation.” Their legacy was that of having fought and
being victorious in the largest war in the world’s history. The provident culmination of
that conflict was decided by the introduction of the most unmerciless weapon and
powerful force man has been able to harness since the first horse was saddled.
My generation embraced this warrior code and has trod the path of conflict longer
than any generation of Americans. We have fought more wars for more years than any
brethren ever before in our country’s history. We have toiled mightily, fought bravely,
and paid a precious price without attaining our goal of glory, fortune, and stature for the
ages.
At this point in our lives it might be reasonable and sane to conclude that the path
to fulfill our divine responsibility is not to duplicate or equal the conquests of our fathers.
However the foundation of our journey is paved with elements of their legacy. The
madness of evil and maelstrom of W.W.II was brought to an end because the forces for
freedom gained access, understanding, and mastery of the cosmic power of atoms. The
unimaginable forces of atomic power had never before been known or available to
mankind. The invincible eternal power harnessed by man and harmonized by history
brought peace and prosperity to victor and vanquished alike.
Unlike our fathers destiny we shall have to seek and find an eternal cosmic force
even before our crusade can be christened or embarked upon. Nothing physical can
escape or survive an atomic blast unscathed. Today’s incarnation of evil does not expose
itself or risk detection by cursory examination or visual inspection and is therefore
impregnable to physical assault or attack. We cannot shoot ignorance, invade greed,
bomb prejudice or imprison hatred, which are the procreators of today’s dungeon of
darkness and misery.
The wardens that imprison my generation’s hopes and shackle human effort to
fulfill destiny’s declarations are evolutionary, powerful and exist at the cellular level.
Fear, hate and all forms of evil share a common ancestry and can only be totally defeated
or crushed by the universal force of good that is manifested in the TRUTH. Nothing
absolutely, nothing is more powerful than the TRUTH. Our only hope is to follow the
example of our fathers and gain access, understanding, and mastery of a supreme power.
Unleashing the TRUTH will enable us to vanquish mankind’s mortal enemies and fulfill
our divine responsibility to advance creation.

Just as the atomic bomb was merely the delivery device used to demonstrate
our mastery of the minute, we shall have to find a vessel to contain our knowledge of the
celestial. What can we possibly use as a conveyance device or applicator of the TRUTH
that will target only the tyrants of mankind and spare the innocent? At this time words are
the only thing capable and worthy for the task of harnessing the power of TRUTH.
Carefully chosen words have cosmic powers and are mightier than any size or type of
weapon man has ever annealed on an anvil. Words have always freely crossed oceans,
traversed mountains, and strode over the artificial boundaries of man made kingdoms
carved by the sword. Words are even immune to the ravages of time and have crossed the
eons to connect all generations of mankind into one large living loving family.
The objective or target of this eternal union of perpetual power and unwavering
weapon must be carefully and wisely chosen. A focal point that is the pinnacle of pain
must be impacted to cripple the misery manufacturing machine and produce infinite
results we can only dream of. The window of opportunity to secure liberty in our lifetime
is only open briefly to the brave and inaction guarantees failure and slavery.
Every cataclysmic event whether it is physical, financial, dogmatic, or intellectual
produces immediate devastation and loss. This first chapter of disaster is soon dwarfed by
an even more destructive longer lasting shock wave, tsunami, or giant ripple effect of
even deeper misery. Only with today’s resources and perspective we can finally factor all
of recent history in an encompassing matrix and conclude that our current widespread
suffering, misery, and confused anger is the result of a singular apocalyptically criminal
act. Open mindedness and logic will allow Americans to accept and understand that the
tidal waves of misfortune our society is enduring are really gigantic vibrations of the
chord of evil that was struck decades ago.
Todd S. Purdam wrote in Vanity Fair Feb. 2011 “Kennedy’s assassination would
scar the nation in ways it still may not understand.” Our nation is enslaved, twisted and
still experiencing massive trauma from the scars of this stupefyingly horrific act of public
murder committed by enemies of the U.S.A. and the principles it stands for. The
assassination of a minor royal figure in a back water European country ignited W.W.I.
The unenforceable terms of truce to end this war laid the foundation for W.W.II. It is
historically ignorant, morally inconceivable and totally without common sense to believe
that the assassination of the most powerful man on Earth would not release catastrophic
shock waves capable of inflicting massive collateral damage in all segments of our
government, society, and individual lives.
We have been told and sold a bitter and unbelievable myth that the public killing
of J.F.K. was a fluke of coincidence with a tragic melody. According to authorities this
Americanized Shakespearian opera opened on 11-22-63 and closed on 11-24-63 with yet
another ironic twist of fate with incalculable odds. The killing of Lee Harvey Oswald has
been recorded and refrained as just another odd set of unlucky coincidences in a weekend
full of them and it ended the tale of madness.

Our suspicions were supposed to be buried with Lee Harvey and our sorrows
salved with the uncomplaining rumination of our frailty and reliance upon the mercy of
the fates. The only thing perilous and paralyzing to mankind is that which we do not
know. The American public has been denied and hooded from the absolute blindingly
apparent truth about 11-22-63. Consequently our country remains imprisoned by
ignorance, tortured by greed, and suffering from hopelessness until we demand justice for
the ages, for ourselves and for our children’s birthright.
“The measure of a man is not in millions made, miles traveled, or even loves
fulfilled; the cubit of stature is the magnitude of misery and evil possessed by the
enemies he chooses.”
When asked why he felt compelled to explore, experiment and explain the
COSMOS, Stephan Hawking replied” I felt that if I understood how something worked
…. then in a sense I was the master of it” Mastery of our times and command of the
complex forces at work today can only come from understanding WHY not how J.F.K.
was assassinated. The process of comprehension must also include an inventory of the
plagues, failures, and betrayals we have endured as the result of a single beat of the heart
of hate.
There are only two blockades keeping us from attaining the TRUTH and an
understanding of the assassination of J.F.K. The two obstacles are selfishness and
ignorance. Selfishness assumes a benign shadow identity that is cloaked with statements
such as this: 1. 1963 was along time ago it is old news 2. I had nothing to do with it and it
has nothing to do with me 3. There are no rewards or profit for me in pursuing justice for
this crime against humanity.
Ignorance the other obstacle has manifested itself thru illogical reasoning and
denial. Because there is no DNA, surveillance camera tapes, fingerprints, confessions, or
cell phone records to identify the conspirators, Americans have accepted choreographed
conclusions, delusional motives and government propaganda to close the case. Notice I
said close not solve the crime of the century.
The obstacle or blockade of selfishness can be circumvented and even enlisted in
our search for the TRUTH about the assassination of J.F.K. By ascribing undiminishable
value to the act of securing justice we will be paid incalculable dividends both economic
and spiritual. A cure or remedy for the spiritual maladies afflicting our nation will be
provided via our willingness to identify the tumors, isolate them, and measure their rings
of growth to determine the appropriate action to annihilate them.
One of the rings of cancer or acidic ripples emanating from the murder of J.F.K.
has inflicted catastrophic damage to our economy. Free enterprise principles dictate that
someone is not only free to succeed but also in accordance with economic law FREE TO
FAIL. A pseudo pillar of values or rather a moral virus was introduced and accepted into
our society as law in 1964. There was no roar of objection from the supposed watchdogs
of society; free press, religion, academia, and law enforcement. The malware like axiom

that there are financial institutions, organizations and companies that are to big to fail is
not a modern contrivance. The fallacious reasoning that the powerful and wealthy are not
to be held accountable for their errors or crimes was introduced, given quasigovernmental approval and semi-legal status by the Warren Commission.
This smoke screen panel composed of both powerful figures and political puppets
had no constitutional powers or recognized legal authority. The commission was used to
euthanize public outrage and instutionalize the premise that there are people,
organizations, and institutions that are simply too powerful and rich to prosecute or fail.
The second repercussion of the assassination is the Vietnam War. Weeks before
his murder J.F.K. issued a NSA memorandum that directed all agencies and departments
to begin withdrawing personnel and to cease the dysfunctional policies being
implemented in Vietnam. Shortly after the assassination L.B.J. wrote his own NSA memo
authorizing the escalation of our involvement in Vietnam. This foray by the U.S. was
going to work by utilizing massive troop buildup, aggressive policies, and a commitment
to victory over communism in South East Asia.
The unnecessary loss of young lives sacrificed for political and economic gain
ripped apart the fabric of society and their loved ones still feel the pain of loss. As great
of a toll as the Vietnam War took mortally it exacted an even higher mortgage on our
nation’s soul. America came away from the war emotionally scarred, mentally
traumatized and disillusioned as to the true nature and purpose of battle. The spiritual
principles of conflict that ensure victory and enforce combat morality had been forsaken
and replaced with a belief in the invincibility of modern weaponry and global power.
American leaders concluded that wars could not just be fought to defend our shores and
protect our citizens. Political polls and corporate profits could now be bolstered or
increased with the select and correct deployment of the mightiest armed force in the
world. As of today my generation has fought in Vietnam, Grenada, Panama, Bosnia,
Somalia, Kuwait, Iraq and Afghanistan for a total of 30 years. W. W. II lasted four years.
The third and perhaps most devastating disturbance of natural order resulting
from the murder of J.F.K. is that our government agencies or departments no longer
consider the will of the people to be their master’s voice. The bureaucratic clans of
Washington do not seem to be concerned or even care about fulfilling the purpose for
their existence. All government entities were created to help or be of service to the
taxpayers who pay their salaries. Inverse to normal cycles and principles the code of
Washington ensures that the worse a government agency performs their mandated duties
the more they grow in size and budget. An honest and thorough audit of any bureaucracy
will reveal dismal performance levels and a continual pattern of disdain for the public’s
intelligence or well-being.
Because he was an esteemed member of the insiders circle, the S.E.C. committed
malfeasance and allowed Bernie Madoff to steal billions. The S.E.C. was given numerous
warnings and complaints that included detailed calculations proving that fraud was being
committed. Our taxpayer supported keystone cops did absolutely nothing to enforce the

law or protect individual investors. The resulting loss of 50 billion dollars ruined lives
and added to the financial distress of our economy. No corresponding losses, sanctions,
or penalties were levied against the S.E.C. or it examiners.
The failures, misdeeds, and criminal acts committed by the C.I.A. are
documented, span decades, and seem to be part of the agency’s DNA. The supporters,
believers, and enablers of the C.I.A. arrogantly proclaim that the agency is vital to our
security because the world is a DANGEROUS place. Yes the world can be hazardous for
Americans; but the C.I.A. helped make it that way. A thorough and honest examination
reveals an institution that has silenced critics and fostered support by creating problems
only it can see and solve. By manipulating evidence and intelligence data the CIA has led
us to fabricate enemies we can shoot rather than illuminate circumstances or seek
solutions to situations by a more peaceful or productive process.
Dwight D. Eisenhower performed one last act of divine leadership by warning the
nation about the perils of absolute power being manifested in the Military Industrial
Complex. The first response or reaction of our military leadership to the death of Pat
Tillman was to lie and distort the facts. This tragic death due to a tactical blunder and
human error became an instant threat to their image of infallibility and invincibility. The
military is very sensitive to comparisons between Afghanistan and Vietnam that could
impact their budget or opportunities to wage future political wars. The Roman Emperor
Hadrian leader of his world’s most powerful army faced this vexing issue also and
implemented a solution in the conquered territory of the British Isles.
The self-serving attitudes and punitive actions by all Government Depts. can be
logically linked and regarded as reverberations or aftershocks emanating from the
epicenter of the assassination and cover-up conspiracy. The negative forces generated by
decades of unfulfilled justice have been exponentially amplified thru the principle that
“we teach by example and learn by experience.”
Because of their position at the pinnacle of power in Washington D.C. the F.B.I.
can be considered both star pupil and guest lecturer in the class of how to avoid
responsibility and ignore one’s duty. The two greatest crimes of our lifetime are the
assassination of J.F.K. and the vicious attack on our country and citizens on 9-11. The
F.B.I has not solved the murder of J.F.K. and does not really ever intend to. Despite
alerts, evidence, and even impassioned pleas for action from a few of its own agents the
F.B.I. balked at considering Bin Laden as a serious threat or trying to thwart the attack.
There were 3 separate distinct and documented opportunities for the F.B.I. to protect our
families and friends from terrorists and they failed due to malicious procrastination, turf
wars, and Byzantine internal politics. In accordance with the inverse economic principles
of Washington D.C. that reward failure; since 9-11 the F.B.I. budget has more than
doubled.
In summation; Kennedy’s assassination and the continuing cover-up has allowed
and encouraged everyone and everything in Washington to subscribe to the example set
by the F.B.I. and protect one’s turf first and foremost. Concern and attendance to the

safety and well being of the citizens that pay their salaries and whom they have sworn to
protect and serve have been cast to the wind by governmental clans disguised as agencies
or departments. Political power and economic profit in the form of bloated budgets is the
driving force and only consideration for policy decisions and malfeasant procedures by
our Government and elected Representatives.
Our last example of the widespread collateral damage resulting from the
assassination of J.F.K. can only be detected and discerned with a time lapse wide angle
lens perspective. Dysfunctional (unable to solve problems) unhealthy (addictive
disorders) societies are populated by confused citizens exhibiting trauma induced
behaviors at all strata levels. Americans have seen and experienced so many calamities
and plagues caused by abuse of power and absence of integrity that we have become
numb to our beatings and are barely able to muster a whisper of outrage for any new
crimes committed against us by our government or elected representatives.
Communal faith and individual belief in the fairness of our institutions has
disappeared like Artic ice. Faith like matter cannot be created or destroyed; it flows or
goes where it is most rewarded. Our trust in the Justice System, Free Press, Religions,
and Educational Institutions was abandoned when none of them stood up to Political
Pressure and demanded justice or the truth about J.F.K.’s death.
Where did that unrecompensed faith in man made institutions find a home and
begin to pollinate? My generation and all subsequent ones concluded that we could trust
no one nor was there anything to protect us or barrister our ambitions before the courts of
FATE. The only option left was for each individual to look out for themselves in
whatever manner available. Our goals became complete independence from the
upheavals and disappointments of society and total security for our self image of
omnipotence. That we would NEVER burden anyone and ALWAYS provide for
everyone under our roofs became our noble sounding pledge or mantra.
Self sufficiency prescribed that we choose our own path, furnish the motivation,
compose cheers, select suitable rewards, and be the only umpire of our victories. This
approach to life is stressful, arduous, and exhausting. Distractions from the clamor of
others scrambling to build their own ark were energy sapping nuisances. Isolation
physically, mentally and emotionally gave us more time and power to achieve our goal of
absolute command and control over our self determined destiny.
Isolation became the greenhouse for ego driven self centeredness and the
diminished horizons it demanded. Like an unpruned bonsai tree, self centeredness out
grew its vessel of social customs and barriers as frugality became foolish, politics
replaced community service and honesty was not profitable enough.
Our twisted roots of self centeredness produced a forest of selfishness that we
could hew into an ark capable of sheltering and transporting us to the estate of the
immune. Negativity or evil cannot stand alone however and arks must be stocked to last a
lifetime. Greed smiled on our efforts and approved our goal of total autonomy. Greed

became the force that could master the unknown and fill our lards with pride. Greed
stocked our pantries beyond our needs and fear built more shelves. Ample was not a
measurement of happiness because if someone had more then ours was not enough and
the umpire within would declare our lives a loss.
As testimony to society’s values we worshipped ego driven heroes and elected
greedy politicians. Politics became a mechanism to help us gain more and question less.
Our standard for election to public office became prosperity not principles. We chose
those who promised painless profit that could be easily attained by pulling the right ballot
lever. Each district and state elected spotless champions of morality that could guarantee
either an unbalanced cash flow or disproportionate share of federal dollars for their
constituents. In essence we demanded more and expected to pay less than our fair share.
Every Congress and Administration since the assassination of J.F.K. has had a
reckoning with the reality of insufficient revenues to fulfill all the campaign promises
made by both parties. All the gold in Fort Knox was not even enough to balance the
budget so it was abandoned as the standard of collateral. Deterred and daunted by the
prospect of hard work or moral ethics; Washington with our tacit approval staked a claim
to that limitless lode of wealth known as deficit spending. In reality this innocuous
misnomer means that we decided to spend money we did not have by stealing from the
future.
Hypocrisy was elevated to the penthouse level by those proclaiming family values
while voting to steal from the unborn and voiceless. None of us planned, prayed, or
plotted to be part of a staggering society at this juncture of our lives but the stealthy step
of avarice never alerted us to action. It is because we closed our eyes to justice decades
ago and ransomed our guilt with materialism that our nation now faces absolute collapse
of equal parts monetary and moral.
The other blockade to freeing ourselves from the slavery of ignorance and lies
about the murder of JFK is our perception of truth and the methods used to obtain proof.
After 48 yrs. the customary direct approach of trying to determine and prove who pulled
the trigger has not lifted our doubts, secured justice, or caged the demons of darkness.
A flanking maneuver rather than a head on assault is the only logical approach
one can embrace to provide an answer. A new perspective and focused viewpoint of all
the currently available evidence and documentation of the assassination of JFK is all that
is needed to SOLVE the crime. A different result or culprit must be established for this
new examination of old evidence to produce the answers and results we desperately need
and deserve.
Three crimes against humanity were committed by the forces of evil and greed on
Nov. 22, 1963. The murder of our beloved President JFK; a cover-up or concealment of
the criminals responsible; and the theft of democracy are the locusts of doom that were
unleashed to produce and perpetuate our current famine of decency and courage.

No suspect or alleged murderer; defined as the one who pulled the trigger has ever
been legally prosecuted or judged. It is realistic to conclude that no one will ever be put
on trial for committing the murder and crime of the century.
We can however marshal our energy, intelligence, and nobility in a crusade to
reveal the truth and convict the criminals that committed the second crime of the trilogy.
The crime of conspiring to conceal the identities and cover-up for those responsible has
caused more harm and grief to our nation than any bullet ever could.
“ I have sworn upon the alter of God eternal hostility against all forms of evil that
would seek to tyrannize the mind of man.” - Thomas Jefferson.
The cover-up or shielding of the enemies of democracy continues to this day and
the legacy of deceit permeates and perverts our government. The underpinnings of our
society and nation that are based on justice, equality, and protection for all have been
devoured by termites of evil and denial. When our laws, courts, and armies cannot protect
the life and legacy of our President then none of us can be safe from tyranny or terror.
The crime of covering-up the identities of a few powerful and treacherous
enemies of democracy was committed in full view of the public and every generation
since has been a silent suffering witness. There are innumerable documents and
testimony recording atrocious acts seen and unseen that can be woven together to create a
tapestry of treason at the highest levels of power and government.
Conspiracy to cover-up can be PROVEN by utilizing the infinite power of truth
and the painstaking use of words, guts, and reason as weapons of good. The revelations
accompanying exposure of the facts will be so toxically shocking to the soul that the
conclusion of conspiracy will be unassailably apparent and undeniable by any one who
draws a free breath. Contradictory testimony, sealed government files, and the mountains
of paperwork used to obscure the truth will no longer block our horizon or shade traitors
from the light of reason and logic. The mass of human effort expended to lie and distort
will coalesce, collapse, and condense to provide fuel for a fire of justice that will light the
path of righteousness and provide salvation for our NATION.
Those that are living today were not involved in committing the assassination of
JFK; we are however implicated by silence and complacency. The path and power to
fulfill a divine responsibility to our children and heirs has been providently provided to us
and we can not delay or waiver in the fight to save our free society. My GENERATION
must grasp the sword of justice, shield ourselves with truth, and shoulder the weight of
judgment that history will bestow upon us if we hesitate or fail to fight for our freedom
and our children’s future.

